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Theatre in Education

Ms. Shaina Pahwa, Gateways to Theatre

Guest Lecture Hall

10 December, 201',

Teachers (I - VIlI)

to 11 :00

Teachers' DeveloPment Progra mme

. T: enable the teaching faculty to use

.I: augment social and interactive
a,'.areness of themselves and others,

DESCRIPTION:

,QoodrTear)'u,vrqLy% ofprepa,rafinwa,ndt% ofth.eatre, -qa,i.l/Gold,v0u'v

.,: :oubt that theatre has an effective impact on changing the attitudes and practices, specifically of

:- dren and youth. So keeping the importance of theatre in mind, a workshop on'Theatre in

Eoucation,was conducted for the teachers which facilitated them to use theatre and participatory

drama methodology to teach areas of i-e :'-::-.1 *m LL(e soctal issues, life themes' etc'

The session began with a discussion on'Changes" how they are inevitable, how people react to it

and how theatre can help to welcome them. The resource person emphasized on the role played by

teachers to implement changes in the teaching and learning process. Activities and exercises like

'offer and Reject"'Nouns from the Hat"'Character Enactment"'The Location" etc' were conducted

for the teachers to lift up the classroom performance, participation and to help individuals to accept

others,opinion^ She referred learners as'copy cats'and how teachers can bring about changes in

their behavioural patterns. The workshop helped to understand how theatre can be incorporated in

teaching and learning. It was an enthralling session wherein teachers learnt various activities which

can be incorporated in the daily classroom situations'

In a nutshell, the workshop provided plethora of opportunities to faculty members for hands on

practice and was able to achieve the above mentioned obSectives.

Encloguye '. SegsiOn PXoior, 6g*6rlJ R7or."' ind'vii'ai and ConacAn-"''-'

theatre in curriculum deliverY.

skills such as communication, public speaking, negotiation,

teamwork, improved concentration and self-confidence'I
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Snapshots of the session
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